
 

KACA Board Meeting  
Conference Call  

Wednesday, November 14, 2018  9:00 AM  
Final Meeting Minutes  

 
 

I. Call to order – Richard Beck, Richard Beck, Tom Geren, Charlie Adams, 
George Krapfel, Bobby Daniels, Gayle Connolly  

II. Crossroads Update -  Tom / Gayle 
a. Insurance Proceeds and Reconstruction Spending  

i. It looks like we will need to go to appraisal to get any further 
funds from TWIA. Per Bobby, it’s a long process, he has been on 
other projects where it’s been needed.  

ii. Gayle to try and get Mr. Truitt, head of city inspection dept.,  to 
write a letter to TWIA to justify work done on various ICC 
issues (doors, windows, etc).  

iii. We have some funds coming for depreciation from both TWIA 
and TWIA once owners are back in their units.  

iv. Gayle talked to Attorney Jeff Zane, referral from Crossroads, 
very solid, successful respectable firm. He’s familiar with our 
situation and what we are dealing with regarding TWIA. He 
feels we may have some luck in fighting the flood claim, plenty 
of case law to back us up. He doesn’t think appeal would 
require much work regarding the structural compromise of 
back patios due to flood.  We need to clarify with law that this 
is the exact type of work that flood ins should cover.  

v. On the ICC coverage, he expects we can easily prove or 
disprove what we need to in order to make a successful claim.  

vi. There is $2.7 mm sitting on the table, TWIA said we have to 
take them to appraisal. W e do have coverage but they are 
going to fight us on it.  

vii. She will work with Deidra on what is left to claim. We may or 
maynot get funds from this.  We need to start the appraisal 
process. Jeff said he could do this. His cost is 20% of what we 
get, if litigation is needed then it goes up to 30%. How we 
handle the process is the key. We would get a total of 4 hours 
in front of the appraisal committee. Our claim must be detailed 
and well organized. He has seen work from Crossroads in the 



 

past and he feels they will present what is needed for an 
efficient presentation to the appraisal committee.  
We could be looking at ~$900k, after attorney fees and 
appraisal fees, which is not unsubstantial. Even if we negotiate 
down somewhat we should end up with enough funding. 
Xactimate estimates costs on the high side and this helps create 
a buffer. He has seen Judges that when TWIA’s actions are 
egregious get some recovery on attorney fees, this is a 
possibility for us.  

b. Funding for bulkhead for Bldg 10 & 11 
i. TWIA has put on hold, pending further evidence, the funds 

agreed to last July. Tom has talked to American Bank and they 
have agreed that we could qualify for a loan. She suggested that 
we tally up what we need for everything.  We don’t have a final 
quote yet for the repairs which makes it difficult to know what 
the total expense will be.  
We have some funds set aside from flood to cover bulkheads. 
We would need an additional ~$210,000.  We could probably 
go out 10 years on the loan but he would prefer shorter.  Tom 
said we can pay off early without prepayment charges. He 
guesses  the rate would be 6-7%. We should be able to pay out 
of general operating funds. Or ask owners if they would prefer 
an assessment. The guarantee is on operational income as 
opposed to a lien on assets. They can lien if we don’t pay.  This 
is  a common practice with the local condo associations after 
Harvey.  

● Motion made by Tom Geren, Charlie Adams seconded 
the motion to proceed with the loan 

● The board vote was unanimous to proceed 
● Signees would be Tom Geren.  
● We would pay it back from operating costs 
● Agreed to borrow $210,000, payable over 5 years. 

c. Impact to Catastrophe Budget  
Today we are sitting on $424,912 of remaining funds from the 

initial claim.  We may net ~$900k if we pursue it. Attorney works on 
contingency fee, other expense would be the direct cost of the 
appraiser we hire. They expect this cost to be 1-2% and a cost for the 
referee which is additional. Richard asked if we would be responsible 
for any ancillary expenses in additional to contingency fees. Gayle to 



 

confirm this.  George asked if going to appraisal was part of 
Crossroads services. Deidra will then take on a consulting role once 
we go to appraisal. Her role is limited at that part due to the rules of 
appraisal. This why we hire the attorney to represent us. We don’t 
have to have an attorney but it’s highly recommended. Without it we 
are not likely to recover the highest amount possible.  Tom cautioned 
that we can’t count on this or spend it until received, it is not a given. 
Board agreed unanimously to move forward with this.  

III. Property Manager’s Report / Harvey Recovery Update - Gayle Connolly  
a. Owner Concerns  

i. No changes. Feedback is that we are still worried about 
streamlining the change orders / redline process. 
Communication is not perfect but improving. Owner occupants 
are worried about the EOY deadline. Most owners are now 
expecting Feb or March. The owners by and large are, all things 
considered, still grateful and happy. Richard is getting a little 
nervous. He has heard some complaints from owners that we 
will run into a logjam. Richard is concerned that when 
Roadrunner took on Bayhouse things started to stall. We are 
building to suit whereas Bayhouse is a cookie cutter approach 
and thus much more efficient process for Roadrunner.  Gayle is 
going to Rick directly when she is facing challenges with 
Roadrunner’s team. This seems to be helping.  

b. Status update on walkways  
i. The crew is now behind bldg 5. They had a complaint that the 

crew was not working diligently. Gayle is working with Roger 
on the other things that he has been responsible for. He is 
doing more than building walkways. Gayle has been working 
closer with Roger on this and she will work to get this project 
moving more quickly.  

c. Appliances  
i. She needs an opportunity to work with Tom to reconcile the 

TWIA report and find what TWIA paid for appliances per unit. 
We would then create a report for that owner and then we will 
cut them a check.  

d. Pool - waiting on a date for them to start. ~$4800 for repairs of the 
pool, still trying to avoid resurfacing. Contractor approved. The fence 
guy has a few minor punch list  repairs to finish. This should be 
scheduled shortly. We thought the fence was high enough to avoid 



 

anyone from reaching over, this is not the case. Adjustments need to 
be made.  Tom asked about the status of the WPI8s for the fence and 
the gazebo. Gayle to check up on this, we should have had them.  

e. Framing for the bulkhead is in process.  
IV. Financials -  Tom Geren 

a. 2018/19 Budget Updates 
i. Latest account balances, operating cash etc., covered. 

Discussed amounts held in reserve accounts.  Lawn service was 
a big expense, due to clean up of the Lava rock. We are 
withholding final payment until complete.  Tom had a question 
regarding current bills. Gayle to review and confirm it was the 
correct charge for tools and supplies. Tom has moved reserve 
money to American Bank as they are easier to deal with 
regarding withdrawals than Navy Army. It wasn’t worth the 
small amount of interest we were getting.  

ii. We are running positive for the year vs budget. Through Sept 
we are about $20k positive to actual vs. budgeted expenses. 
Projecting this forward we would have about $80K gain for the 
year. There are some expenses that have not come in that may 
eat into this so Tom expects the year end gain to be $40 - $45K  

b. Oct numbers - audited numbers not available yet  
V. Architectural Committee - Charlie  

a. Misc Updates  
i. Per email from Dave Covington, pilings are a concern, we want 

to replace them all with the larger diameter pilings. 12” will be 
the norm. We may have to go back and redo some. These are 
used pilings, but they are in good shape.  This is not a current 
priority. Will be revisited.  

ii. No word from the city yet on the status of compliance on porch 
repairs. Gayle will follow up with the city so we don’t progress 
too far and avoid re-work.  

VII. Other Business  
a. Board Opening replacement for secretary  

i. Any interest? Richard Covington and Patti Smith have 
indicated they would consider serving if needed.  

ii. Gayle said she can do minutes, though not her strong suit. They 
can invite new members onto the board but not as an officer. 
Gayle indicated Patti Smith might be willing to serve as 
secretary. If Dave were to join the board we would  still need 



 

someone to cover secretarial duties. Discussion held on various 
options. Richard is going to contact Patti.  No objections from 
the board.  
Mary Jo to resign effective 12/31/18 and agreed to train the 
new secretary on processes, tools etc.,  

VIII. Roadrunner Update - Bobby Daniel 
a. Bobby confirmed we are still able to finish the rebuild with current 

funds on hand. Including pre-existing upgrades.  
b. Build Out Status / Progress Update  

i. We have turned the corner onto Sandollar, electricians are 
finishing up on 12 & 14; framers in 14. By EOW they will also 
make the turn; 7 will get spray foam on Saturday; 12&14 will 
be inspected Monday, then process will continue; 1-4 interior 
doors and trim going in; floor guy is starting leveling for tile in 
1-4. Stephanie is ording the floor selections sometime this 
week. This includes the owner occupants on Lauderdale to get 
them in so materials will be on site. This will allow us to push 
hard for owner occupants. Bobby said as long as we have 
selections we can get the owner occupants from Nassau and 
Lauderdale in by Christmas. #610 may be the one holdout. 
Mazatlan and Sandollar will probably not get in before 
Christmas. Bobby is not able to commit to a date for them at 
this time. The change orders must be completed to get a 
building approved. For this to happen all selections must be in.  

ii. Gayle indicated she is still worried about redline reports. She 
will send Bobby a list of all that are outstanding and asked if 
we could get Sabria and Stephanie focused on this and have 
someone else on the supply orders. The redlines are still the 
priority for Bobby. Gayle feels redlines on the second half of 
the property are being delayed as a result of the focus on 
supplies for the first half of the property. Gayle wants to get 
their focus back on Redlines. Bobby to address and follow up 
with her.  

c. BuilderTrend Website Updates  
i. Progress Updates / Challenges 

1. We have a handful of owners that we don’t have 
redlines for. A list was sent to Gayle. Stephanie is 
working on both redlines and selections in order to get 
the materials order as Bobby needs them. He feels we 



 

have worked out the kinks on sq footage and floor 
plans.  

2. Discussion on how best to respond to unnecessarily 
confrontational communication from one of our owners. 
Board agreed that this was unfortunate and appreciated 
Bobby’s handling of the situation with poise and 
discretion. Their approach is always a strong 
adversarial position in every communication.  

IX. Next Meeting Date & Time - 11/28/18 - 10:00AM  
X. Adjourn - 11:50 PM  

 
Minutes Submitted 11/14/18 - MJL  
Minutes Approved 11/15/18 - RB  


